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Abstract

Q1

We report on thermodiffusion experiments conducted on the International Space Station ISS during fall 2016. These
experiments are part of the DCMIX (Diffusion and thermodiffusion Coefficients Measurements in ternary Mixtures) project,
which aims at establishing a reliable data base of non-isothermal transport coefficients for selected ternary liquid mixtures.
The third campaign, DCMIX3, focuses on aqueous systems with water/ethanol/triethylene glycol as an example, where
sign changes of the Soret coefficient have already been reported for certain binary subsystems. Investigations have been
carried out with the SODI (Selectable Optical Diagnostics Instrument) instrument, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer set up
inside the Microgravity Science Glovebox in the Destiny Module of the ISS. Concentration changes within the liquids have
been monitored in response to an external temperature gradient using phase-stepping interferometry. The complete data
set has been made available in spring 2017. Due to additionally available measurement time, it was possible to collect a
complete data set at 30 ◦C and an almost complete data set at 25 ◦C, which significantly exceeds the originally envisaged
measurements at a single temperature only. All samples could be measured successfully. The SODI instrument and the
DCMIX experiments have proven reliable and robust, allowing to extract meaningful data even in case of unforeseen
laser instabilities. First assessments of the data quality have revealed six out of 31 runs with some problems in image
contrast and/or phase step stability that will require more sophisticated algorithms. This publication documents all relevant
parameters of the conducted experiments and also events that might have an influence on the final results. The compiled
information is intended to serve as a starting point for all following data evaluations.
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Preface0

This contribution is dedicated to our colleagues and dear1

friends Jean Claude Legros and Jean Karl Platten, who sadly2

passed away in 2017. Their fundamental works in the fields3

of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and4

microgravity research paved the way for modern advances5

in diffusion and thermodiffusion research and provide a6

continuous source of inspiration for our efforts.7

Introduction8

The complexity of diffusion and thermodiffusion processes9

in multicomponent liquid mixtures grows rapidly with the10

number of components. While binary mixtures are readily11

described by two independent coefficients, a Fickian and12

a thermodiffusion coefficient, ternary mixtures already13

require six: the four members Dij of the 2 × 2 diffusion14

matrix and two thermodiffusion coefficients D′
T ,i , where15

i, j = 1, 2 index the two independent components. Since16

the total flux must vanish due to mass conservation, the17

two independent flux densities of a ternary mixtures18

are19

�J1 = −ρD′
T ,1∇T − ρD11∇c1 − ρD12∇c2 (1)

�J2 = −ρD′
T ,2∇T − ρD21∇c1 − ρD22∇c2 (2)

with ρ being the fluid density and ci the weight fraction20

of component i (Gebhardt and Köhler 2015a). Only in21

the binary case are the diffusion and thermodiffusion22

coefficients independent of the frame of reference (Taylor23

and Krishna 1993).24

Most systems of practical relevance, be it crude oil25

reservoirs (Galliero et al. 2016) or biological systems,26

are truly multicomponent and typically contain a larger27

number of constituents. Because of the many degrees of28

freedom, a quantitative treatment of such systems with,29

say, ten components appears hopeless. In this context,30

ternary mixtures play an important role as model systems.31

They are still manageable but already show many features32

characteristic for truly multicomponent systems, such as33

reverse, osmotic, and cross diffusion.34

Because of the associated experimental difficulties, most35

research on thermodiffusion has been concerned with36

binary mixtures with water/ethanol as a classical example37

(Kolodner et al. 1988; Königer et al. 2009; Lapeira et al.38

2016). Except for some early experiments (Leaist and Lu39

1990; Leahy-Dios et al. 2005; Haugen and Firoozabadi40

2005), extensive thermodiffusion measurements on ternary41

mixtures have started only recently, with the DCMIX42

(Diffusion and thermodiffusion Coefficients Measurements 43

in ternary Mixtures) project acting as nucleus for most of 44

today’s research activities. 45

The DCMIX project is an international cooperation of 46

several research groups with ESA and ROSCOSMOS to 47

conduct thermodiffusion experiments with ternary liquids 48

in the microgravity environment aboard the ISS. It is the 49

first comprehensive effort to establish a set of reference 50

data guaranteed to be free of gravitational perturbations. 51

Such gravitational instabilities in multicomponent mixtures 52

with temperature gradients can be both of thermal and 53

compositional origin and may perturb on long time scales 54

even an initially stable stratified fluid in thermodiffusion 55

experiments (Lyubimova and Zubova 2014). Due to the 56

additional possibility of cross diffusion, ternary mixture 57

are less predictable and even more prone to this kind of 58

perturbations than binaries. The first diffusion experiment 59

on orbit was IVIDIL (Influence VIbration on DIffusion in 60

Liquids), which focussed on a binary solution. There, the 61

reliability of diffusion coefficient measurements on the ISS 62

inside SODI (Selectable Optical Diagnostics Instrument) 63

could be confirmed (Mazzoni et al. 2010; Shevtsova et al. 64

2015). 65

DCMIX is organized into four measurement campaigns, 66

each focusing on particular ternary systems. The aim of 67

DCMIX1, carried out in 2012, was the establishment of a 68

firm basis for ternary mixtures of the hydrocarbons dode- 69

cane, isobutylbenzene, and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene. 70

The binary mixtures composed of these compounds are 71

the most-thoroughly studied binary thermodiffusion refer- 72

ence mixtures and have become known as the so-called 73

Fontainebleau benchmark systems (Platten et al. 2003; Geb- 74

hardt et al. 2013; Gebhardt and Köhler 2015b, c; Blanco 75

et al. 2010; Sechenyh et al. 2013, 2016; Bou-Ali et al. 76

2015; Khlybov et al. 2015; Larrañaga et al. 2015; Mialdun 77

et al. 2015; Galand and Van Vaerenbergh 2015; Ahadi and 78

Ziad Saghir 2015). The DCMIX1 mixtures are sometimes 79

regarded as a model for crude oil, containing linear and ring 80

aliphatics as well as aromatic hydrocarbons. 81

Two years later, in 2014, DCMIX2 comprised five 82

ternary mixtures of toluene, methanol, and cyclohexane, 83

which is a ternary mixture that shows a miscibility gap and 84

a critical point in a certain region of the composition space 85

(Shevtsova et al. 2014a, b; Sechenyh et al. 2012; Lapeira 86

et al. 2017). This system is of particular interest, since it 87

is known from binary mixtures that the Soret coefficient 88

diverges on approach of a consolute critical point (Giglio 89

and Vendramini 1975; Enge and Köhler 2004). 90

DCMIX3, the mission discussed in this contribution, was 91

flown in 2016 and is coordinated by the team from Bayreuth 92

(in the following called PI-team). In this mission, aqueous 93

mixtures of water (H2O), ethanol (EtOH), and triethylene 94
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Table 1 Sample compositions of DCMIX3

Cell cH2O cEtOH cTEG

1 0.20 0.20 0.60

2 0.33 0.33 0.33

3 0.25 0.60 0.15

4 0.75 0.15 0.10

5 0.50 0.10 0.40

6 0.85 0.15 0

All concentrations are given in mass fractions. Cell 6 is the companion
cell with the binary mixture

glycol (TEG) have been measured (Shevtsova et al. 2011;95

Sechenyh et al. 2011; Legros et al. 2015). The sample96

compositions are listed in Table 1. The DCMIX3-mixtures97

represent the first aqueous system, and sign changes of the98

Soret coefficient are to be expected and have already been99

reported for the binary subsystem water/ethanol (Kolodner100

et al. 1988; Königer et al. 2009). The optical contrast101

factors have been determined by the group from Brussels102

(Shevtsova et al. 2011; Sechenyh et al. 2011).103

The presumably last campaign, DCMIX4, is scheduled104

for 2018 and is presently in preparation. The samples105

are three additional DCMIX2-mixtures, a nanofluid and a106

polymer in a mixed solvent.107

Originally scheduled for 2014, DCMIX3 was set back108

by the explosion of the unmanned transport vehicle Cygnus109

CRS Orb-3 only a few seconds after lift-off, resulting in a110

complete loss of the DCMIX3 samples aboard the capsule.111

After the fabrication of a new cell array, the samples112

arrived at the ISS in July 2016 with SpaceX CRS-9 and113

the measurements were successfully completed on the 17th114

of November 2016. Only a small subset of the data was115

downlinked in real time in order to judge the quality of the116

measurements. The full data set was stored on flash disks117

that were brought down to Earth aboard SpaceX CRS-10118

and is now available to the science team. The DCMIX3 cell119

array was destroyed in the atmosphere in the disposal flight120

of the Cygnus CRS OA-7 in June 2017.121

In the following, we will focus on the documentation122

and preliminary assessment of the raw data gathered123

during the campaign, quality criteria applied to the124

data, and the application of evaluation methods first125

designed for ground-based Optical Beam Deflection (OBD)126

experiments. “Experiment” contains the details of the127

DCMIX experiment and the raw data sets, including image128

processing and phase reconstruction, and lists all carried out129

measurements. “Assessment of Data Quality” then defines130

the relevant quality criteria and gives an overview of the131

quality of the full data set.132

Experiment 133

Selectable Optical Diagnostics Instrument 134

The DCMIX experiments rely on optical probing of refrac- 135

tive index changes in order to infer time resolved spatial 136

composition changes. Since ternary mixtures are described 137

by two independent composition variables, this involves 138

the use of two different readout wavelengths together with 139

sufficiently different refractive index dispersions of the 140

constituents. 141

All DCMIX experiments utilize SODI, which is a two- 142

color Mach-Zehnder interferometer equipped with two 143

lasers operating at 670 nm and 935 nm (designated MR 144

and MN for Moving Red and Moving Near-infrared) and 145

a modular cell array with the samples (see Fig. 1). The 146

latter contains five ternary samples and one binary control 147

sample in the so-called companion cell. This companion 148

cell can be measured simultaneously with and independent 149

from the ternary samples utilizing another laser of 670 nm 150

wavelength (designated FR for Fixed Red) in order to detect 151

possible perturbations that could affect the measurements. 152

SODI is not permanently installed but rather assembled 153

on demand inside the Microgravity Science Glovebox 154

(MSG). The MSG provides power, thermal and control 155

interfaces and an additional containment level, which is 156

of particular importance for experiments using volatile 157

fluids aboard the ISS. SODI comprises the following main 158

components (see Fig. 1): 159

1. a fixed optical module, housing the FR laser with 160

interferometric optics and CCD camera 161

2. a movable optical module, housing the MR/MN lasers 162

with interferometric optics and CCD camera 163

3. the cell array containing five ternary cells and one 164

binary companion cell 165

4. the SODI main controller and electronics 166

5. a bottom plate containing the mechanisms and related 167

electronics 168

The optical modules are designed as Mach-Zehnder 169

interferometers. The laser beams are expanded in order to 170

illuminate the entire sample cell and to record a spatially 171

resolved 2D interference pattern on the CCD camera with 172

a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels (Fig. 3 top). The 173

protocol of the thermodiffusion experiments is to prepare 174

an initial equilibrium state and then rapidly switch to 175

a state with a constant temperature gradient across the 176

bulk liquid. This temperature step is followed by much 177

slower mass (thermo)diffusion. Both the temperature and 178

the concentration changes result in refractive index changes, 179

which are converted into phase changes recorded by the 180

interferometer as a time series of interferograms. 181
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Fig. 1 Schematics of SODI, a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer used
for DCMIX measurements. The movable optical module shown here
contains the lasers, optical components and a CCD camera and is
mounted on a rail. By moving it laterally along the cell array, up to

five sample cells with different compositions can be probed. The fixed
module, containing only one laser for a binary control sample, is not
shown

The cell array and the flash disks to store the data182

are the only parts that need to be brought to the ISS.183

The cell array is custom-built for every DCMIX campaign184

and has to be assembled and filled on ground. The cell185

design is shown in Fig. 2. Its general layout is similar186

to Soret diffusion cells used in laboratory experiments.187

The sample fluid is contained between two parallel copper188

plates and encompassed by a glass frame. The high thermal189

conductivity of the copper plates guarantees a uniform heat190

transfer. On top of the plates, Peltier elements provide191

the necessary heating/cooling power to establish a constant192

temperature gradient between the plates. Sensors inside the193

plates provide temperature data for the regulation of the194

gradient.195

Phase Data Extraction196

The interferometric measurements detect a phase change197

�ϕ of the light of wavelength λ traversing the sample of198

length L that results from a refractive index change �n:199

�ϕ = 2πL

λ
�n (3)

In a two-color experiment, the refractive index change200

�ni at the wavelength λi results from the changes �cj of201

the two independent concentrations:202

�ni =
2∑

j=1

(
∂ni

∂cj

)

T ,ck �=j

�cj (4)

203

The 2 × 2 contrast factor matrix
(
∂ni/∂cj

)
T ,ck �=j

needs204

to be measured separately in laboratory experiments. Phase205

shifts resulting from the temperature gradient are treated206

in an analogous way and are neglected for the moment.207

Their contributions can be separated due to the much faster208

heat than mass diffusion, corresponding to Lewis numbers209

Le = Dth/D ∼ 102 of liquids (Rapp 2016). Here, Dth and210

D are the thermal and the mass diffusivity.211

Phase-stepping interferometry (Robinson and Reid 1993) 212

is used to determine the phase for every pixel in the 213

recorded image. Four consecutive phase steps of π/2 are 214

implemented by tiny variations of the laser wavelength 215

by means of current tuning, resulting in five consecutive 216

images that are stored in a common image stack (STK) file. 217

The so-called wrapped phase ψ can be evaluated using a 218

modified version (Kreis 2005) of the equation proposed by 219

Hariharan (Hariharan et al. 1987): 220

ψ = arctan2

(
7(I3 − I1)

4I0 − I1 − 6I2 − I3 + 4I4

)
(5)

Here, Im = I (x, y)m is the two-dimensional intensity 221

information. Due to the four-quadrant inverse tangent 222

function arctan2 (Robinson and Reid 1993; Ghiglia and Pritt 223

1998), ψ is still wrapped into the interval (−π, π ] (Fig. 3 224

middle). 225

Phase unwrapping is a well-known problem in phase- 226

stepping interferometry, and many different algorithms have 227

been proposed to remove the phase ambiguity (Ghiglia 228

and Pritt 1998). Due to its simplicity, while still producing 229

Fig. 2 Schematics of a sample cell. The sample volume of 10 × 10 ×
5 mm3 is sandwiched between two copper plates. Peltier elements on
top of the plates are used to establish a temperature gradient
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Fig. 3 Top: A two-dimensional interferogram as recorded by the CCD
camera for the MR laser. This image is taken from experimental run
01 in cell 1. All images are recorded with a resolution of Nx ×
Ny = 1920 × 1080 pixels. Middle: Resulting wrapped phase image
from applying Eq. 5 to five consecutive interferograms. Between
each interferogram, a artificial phase step of π/2 is introduced.
Bottom: Color-coded image of unwrapped phase �ϕ(x, y, t), after
ROI selection and reference image subtraction

acceptable results, we chose a slightly modified version of230

the algorithm first proposed by Itoh (1982):231

ϕ(j) = ϕ(0) +
j∑

i=1

	[�[	[ϕ(i)]]] , j ∈ [1, Nx] (6)

with232

�[ϕ(i)] = ϕ(i) − ϕ(i − 1)

	[ϕ(i)] = ψ(i) = ϕ(i) + 2πk(i) , k ∈ Z

Here, j denotes the current pixel along a row of length233

Nx in the wrapped phase image calculated from Eq. 5. Every234

row is evaluated independently. This algorithm is rather fast235

but sensitive to artifacts in the wrapped phase image. To236

minimize this problem, we select the starting point ϕ(0) not237

at the image border, which is prone to artifacts, but slice238

every image into four quadrants, taking the innermost pixels 239

as independent starting points. Typically, the center of the 240

image is free from artifacts and therefore a good starting 241

point for unwrapping. 242

Before the phase data can be extracted as described 243

above, the images are cropped and rotated in order to 244

exclude regions outside the sample volume and to align 245

the horizontal border of the image to the plates of the cell. 246

This rotation guarantees that the y-axis of the image is 247

parallel to the direction of the temperature gradient (Fig. 3 248

bottom). After these preparatory steps, the images are of 249

identical rectangular shape, correctly aligned and ready for 250

processing. A reference image is subtracted from every 251

unwrapped phase image, since the individual phase values 252

are only meaningful when compared to an initial state. For 253

all evaluations, we chose the first image in an experimental 254

run as reference image, at a time when the sample is still 255

homogeneous and without temperature gradient. 256

As shown in Fig. 3, a slight misalignment of the cell 257

array caused a crop of the region of interest (ROI) by five 258

percent in cell 1 and by three percent in cell 2. All other 259

cells are fully covered. Since this slight loss of information 260

is not detrimental for the determination of the transport 261

coefficients, no further action was taken. Any realignment 262

attempt would only have consumed valuable measurement 263

time without a guarantee for success. 264

Experiment Timeline 265

All samples were prepared from liquids of high purity: 266

ethanol absolute 99.5%, extra dry, AcroSeal� (CAS: 64- 267

17-5) from Acros Organics (lot: 1545382, product code: 268

397690025); triethylene glycol 99% (CAS: 112-27-6) from 269

Acros Organics (lot: A0364772, product code: 139590025); 270

de-ionized and filtrated water (resistivity 18.5 M
cm, 271

0.22 μm PAK-filter) retrieved from a Millipore Milli-Q� 272

filtration station. 273

After the complete loss of the samples in 2014 and the 274

fabrication of a new cell array by QinetiQ Space (Belgium), 275

preparations for a new launch (DCMIX3b) started in April 276

2016 with the mixing of the samples by the PI team. Special 277

care had to be taken to remove any residual gasses from the 278

liquids by a freeze-pump-thaw technique in order to prevent 279

bubble formation inside the cells. After filling of the cell 280

array at the QinetiQ Space facilities, visual inspection of the 281

six cells showed clean samples without any bubbles or other 282

pollutions. 283

Following experiences from DCMIX2, which suffered 284

from leakages due to insufficient chemical resilience of the 285

sealing material, the DCMIX3b cell array was sealed with 286

Kalrez� O-rings. Extensive compatibility tests had shown 287

significantly less sorption when compared to Chemraz� 288

used during DCMIX2 (Triller et al. ). 289
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Fig. 4 Cell 3 during checkout operations. A bubble is clearly visible
on the top plate near the center of the sample volume

The new DCMIX3b samples were transported to the290

ISS aboard SpaceX CRS-9 on the 18th of July 2016. With291

the availability of experiment time for MSG, checkout292

operations started on the 13th of September. Operations293

were conducted by NASA astronaut Kathleen Rubins, the294

crew of the Spanish User Support and Operations Center (E-295

USOC) in Madrid, engineers of QinetiQ Space, as well as296

the PI team. A first assessment performed by E-USOC after297

the assembly of SODI proved that cells 1, 2, 4, 5 and the298

binary companion cell 6 were in good condition and ready299

for measurement.300

Unfortunately, a bubble had formed inside cell 3 (Fig. 4).301

It was not immediately clear, whether this bubble resulted302

from dissolved gasses in the liquid or from leakage.303

During operations a continuous growth could be observed,304

indicating some amount of leakage. The estimated bubble305

volume as measured from the images of cell 3 is plotted306

in Fig. 5. The volume V grows approximately linearly307

with time and an extrapolation back to V = 0 leads to a308

date around the end of August for the start of the bubble309

formation . At this time the cell array had already arrived at310

the ISS and was waiting for integration into SODI.311

Fig. 5 Volume growth of the bubble in cell 3

To mitigate the impact of the bubble on experiments, 312

several tests were performed in order to trigger some 313

movement or size change. These experiments showed 314

that the bubble could be forced out of the visible cell 315

volume (probably into the compensation volume above 316

the filling hole, see Fig. 2) by heating the cell to 30 ◦C. 317

Since Marangoni convection at the bubble-liquid interface 318

can easily spoil the results in an unforeseeable way, 319

only one attempt was made to perform measurements 320

for cell 3 at 25 ◦C in the presence of the bubble. All 321

further measurements for cell 3 were conducted at a mean 322

temperature of 30 ◦C. 323

After all mandatory runs had been completed, the time 324

available for the so-called nice-to-have runs was used to 325

measure all other cells also at 30 ◦C. Hereby, a complete 326

data set for all cells could be obtained for this elevated 327

temperature. The initially considered nice-to-have runs with 328

longer evolution times for the steady state were skipped in 329

favor of the complete data set at 30 ◦C. 330

After completion of the setup and the optical checkout, 331

the actual measurements lasted from the 19th of September 332

until the 22nd of November 2016, resulting in a total of 333

31 experimental runs. Since the generated data amounted to 334

almost half a terabyte, downlinking of the complete data set 335

was not possible. The flash disks with the data had to be 336

removed from the main controller unit and brought back to 337

ground for analysis. A backup of all the science data was 338

copied in an external hard drive that remained on board. 339

The data arrived on the 19th of March via SpaceX CRS- 340

10 and were sent to E-USOC for readout. The integrity of 341

the data was verified, so the on board backup was no longer 342

needed. In June, the complete data set was made available 343

to the science team. All quality assessments presented in 344

“Assessment of Data Quality” refer to the complete data 345

sets. 346

The mean temperatures and the temperature differences 347

between hot and cold side are summarized in Table 2 348

for all ternary runs and, if applicable, the simultaneously 349

measured binary companion cell. Due to the need for 350

equilibration, the companion cell could be measured only 351

together with every other ternary run during a continuous 352

measurement period. The timing for all runs was identical 353

to the one defined for the mandatory run in the ESA 354

document DCMIX3 Experiment Scientific Requirements 355

(ESR) (Table 3). It comprises a thermalization time of 21 356

hours at the mean sample temperature T0 (unmonitored and 357

monitored thermalization), the build-up of the temperature 358

gradient with a high acquisition frequency for 10 minutes 359

followed by three so-called Soret-phases with different 360

acquisition frequencies of 19:50 hours in total. At the end 361

there is a one hour monitored cooling down period. The 362

diffusion phase, during which the equilibrium concentration 363

is restored, has not been recorded due to time constraints. 364
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Table 2 Mean temperature T0,
applied temperature difference
�T0 and standard deviations
δT for all runs

Run Cell T0 / ◦C �T0 / ◦C δT+ / ◦C δT− / ◦C

5 5 25 (25) 5 (5) 0.0029 (0.0024) 0.0018 (0.0020)

4 4 25 5 0.0222 0.0020

2 2 25 5 0.0033 0.0019

1 1 25 (25) 5 (5) 0.0032 (0.0022 ) 0.0020 (0.0022)

10 5 25 5 0.0031 0.0018

9 4 25 (25) 5 (5) 0.0223 0.0020

6 1 25 5 0.0031 0.0020

3 3 30 (25) 5 (5) 0.0026 (0.0022) 0.0061 (0.0022)

14 4 25 5 0.0232 0.0020

7 2 25 (25) 5 (5) 0.0031 (0.0022) 0.0019 (0.0021)

15 5 25 (25) 5 (10) 0.0029 (0.0026) 0.0018 (0.0006)

12 2 25 5 0.0031 0.0018

11 1 25 (25) 5 (10) 0.0029 (0.0026) 0.0021 (0.0006)

20 5 25 5 0.0029 0.0019

8 3 30 (25) 5 (5) 0.0025 (0.0022) 0.0062 (0.0020)

16 1 25 5 0.0027 0.0019

13 3 30 (25) 5 (10) 0.0025 (0.0026) 0.0063 (0.0006)

19 4 25 (25) 5 (10) 0.0233 (0.0025) 0.0020 (0.0006)

18 3 30 5 0.0022 0.0021

17 2 25 (25) 5 (10) 0.0025 (0.0024) 0.0019 (0.0006)

20a 5 30 5 0.0030 0.0052

21 4 30 (30) 5 (5) 0.0071 (0.0021) 0.0062 (0.0050)

22 2 30 5 0.0029 0.0044

23 1 30 (30) 5 (5) 0.0025 (0.0025) 0.0058 (0.0049)

24 5 30 5 0.0022 0.0048

25 2 30 (30) 5 (5) 0.0026 (0.0026) 0.0045 (0.0047)

26 4 30 5 0.0072 0.0061

27 5 30 (30) 5 (5) 0.0026 (0.0023) 0.0045 (0.0050)

28 1 30 5 0.0022 0.0054

29 4 30 (30) 5 (5) 0.0071 (0.0022) 0.0063 (0.0050)

30 2 30 5 0.0027 0.0060

δT+/− describe the standard deviation of the temperature on the hot/cold plate. The standard deviation is
calculated after the gradient has stabilized and describes the mean deviation from the temperature setpoint.
Values in parentheses refer to the binary companion cell. Runs in chronological order

Assessment of Data Quality365

Image Contrast366

As expressed by Eq. 5, phase calculation is performed367

on a per pixel basis and relies on the intensity variation368

of the individual pixels during phase stepping. Since the369

phases of all pixels are shifted simultaneously by, ideally,370

π/2 this also results in a shift of the 2D fringe pattern in371

the direction normal to the fringes. Relevant changes in372

intensity should only stem from these fringe shifts and not373

from e.g. variations of the camera sensitivity or the laser374

intensity between the interferograms. Thus, the contrast375

stability between the five images of an image stack can serve376

as a quality criterion.377

Some images showed problems in contrast stability 378

during operations as demonstrated in Fig. 6. In order to 379

identify significantly affected runs, we calculate the mean 380

Michelson contrast CM of an entire run as an average over 381

the Michelson contrasts Ci
M of the individual image stacks 382

i = 1 . . . Ns : 383

CM = 1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

Ci
M

Ci
M = 1

N ′
xN

′
y

N ′
x∑

x=1

N ′
y∑

y=1

Imax(x, y) − Imin(x, y)

Imax(x, y) + Imin(x, y)
(7)

N ′
x and N ′

y refer to the 20% × 60% central region of the 384

cropped and rotated images as defined in the ESR. The 385
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Table 3 Timing of the individual runs

Description Duration �T Acquisition

[hh:mm:ss] frequencies [Hz]

Unmonitored 20:00:00 off -/1

Thermalization

Monitored 01:00:00 off 0.01/1

Thermalization

Temp. gradient 00:10:00 on 0.05/5

Build-up

Soret 1 00:50:00 on 0.04/1

Soret 2 04:00:00 on 0.01/1

Soret 3 15:00:00 on 0.005/1

Monitored 01:00:00 off 0.01/1

Cooling down

The acquisition frequencies are for the images and for the temperatures
and TEC (thermo electric cooler, Peltier elements) data. The total
on-time of the temperature gradient is 20 hours

coordinates (x, y) identify the individual pixels and Ns is386

the total number of image stacks within one run. Imax(x, y)387

and Imin(x, y) are calculated for every pixel among the388

five images of every stack. Figure 7 shows the Michelson389

contrast averaged over all runs. The MR and MN lasers390

exhibit good contrast in all runs, the contrast of the FR laser391

drops prominently in runs 08, 13, 19 and 17. The problems392

resulting for phase calculation in these runs were evident393

during operations, as many phase images showed distortions394

not apparent in the RAW images.395

Phase Stepping396

The drop in contrast discussed above can account for397

distorted phase information in runs 08, 13, 19 and 17. But398

in particular phase images acquired with the MR laser also399

showed distortions, e.g. sudden jumps in the unwrapped400

phase image, even during runs with good contrast values401

(see Table 4). Thus, additional factors apart from image402

contrast are decisive for a successful phase calculation.403

In the temporal phase shifting method applied with SODI,404

a regular phase step of π/2 is assumed. Variations of the405

phase steps between individual RAW images directly lead406

to errors in the calculated phase. As a quantitative measure407

an estimation of the phase steps is necessary. Again, this408

problem is well studied in the literature, and different409

estimation methods have been proposed over the years.410

Due to its simplicity, we chose the Carre phase estimation411

algorithm (Servin et al. 2014), which estimates the average412

phase step ω0 from four intensity values I0 . . . I3:413

tan (ω0/2) =
√

3(I1 − I2) − I0 + I3

I0 + I1 − I2 − I3
(8)

Fig. 6 Histograms from run 17. The MN and MR lasers shows a stable
contrast behavior with similar histograms of the five RAW images
of a stack. The FR laser shows a strong deviation from the bimodal
distribution expected from a sinusoidal interference pattern

Eq. 8 is applied to a single pixel from four consecutive 414

images in an image stack. The phase step ω0 is then 415

averaged over the entire image plane and over all stacks 416

in a run in the same way as the Michelson contrast in 417

Eq. 7. This algorithm can only estimate the average step, 418

but it cannot make predictions about individual phase steps 419

between images. Nevertheless, the algorithm is sufficient to 420
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Fig. 7 The averaged Michelson
contrast CM (see Eq. 7) of all
experimental runs performed
during DCMIX3 operations
(runs are sorted in chronological
order). Error bars are taken from
the averaged standard deviation
of all image stacks in one run.
The FR laser shows strong
deviations of the contrast, with
CM dropping below a critical
threshold of 0.5 during runs 08,
13, 19 and 17

Table 4 Michelson contrast CM and estimated phase step ω0 for all runs and lasers

MR MN FR

Run Cell CM ω0/π low SNR CM ω0/π low SNR CM ω0/π low SNR

5 5 0.80 0.63 / 0.64 * 0.80 0.58 / 0.60 * 0.86 0.54 / 0.52

4 4 0.77 0.58 / 0.57 * 0.82 0.54 / 0.55

2 2 0.82 0.53 / 0.54 0.84 0.50 / 0.51

1 1 0.78 0.53 / 0.55 0.85 0.49 / 0.50 0.85 0.54 / 0.52

10 5 0.81 0.63 / 0.63 * 0.79 0.58 / 0.59 *

9 4 0.82 0.52 / 0.52 0.85 0.50 / 0.51 0.77 0.53 / 0.53

6 1 0.79 0.54 / 0.56 0.85 0.50 / 0.50

3 3 0.88 0.50 / 0.50 0.85 0.49 / 0.51 0.73 0.51 / 0.54

14 4 0.85 0.51 / 0.51 0.85 0.50 / 0.51

7 2 0.85 0.51 / 0.52 0.85 0.49 / 0.50 0.67 0.41 / 0.54

15 5 0.83 0.59 / 0.59 * 0.81 0.54 / 0.55 0.64 0.44 / 0.50

12 2 0.84 0.53 / 0.51 0.85 0.49 / 0.51

11 1 0.81 0.54 / 0.52 0.86 0.49 / 0.50 0.64 0.53 / 0.55

20 5 0.85 0.56 / 0.54 0.84 0.51 / 0.52

8 3 0.87 0.49 / 0.51 (bubble) 0.85 0.50 / 0.51 (bubble) 0.44 0.69 / 0.77 *

16 1 0.81 0.62 / 0.52 0.85 0.49 / 0.50

13 3 0.88 0.50 / 0.51 (bubble) 0.85 0.50 / 0.51 (bubble) 0.43 0.65 / 0.75 *

19 4 0.78 0.54 / 0.56 * 0.83 0.52 / 0.52 0.42 0.64 / 0.64 *

18 3 0.73 0.56 / 0.51 (bubble) 0.72 0.50 / 0.51 (bubble)

17 2 0.84 0.54 / 0.52 0.85 0.50 / 0.51 0.43 0.66 / 0.67 *

20a 5 0.86 0.54 / 0.53 0.85 0.50 / 0.51

21 4 0.86 0.55 / 0.50 0.86 0.50 / 0.51 0.65 0.71 / 0.64 *

22 2 0.87 0.56 / 0.51 0.87 0.50 / 0.51

23 1 0.85 0.68 / 0.51 0.87 0.49 / 0.50 0.79 0.57 / 0.53

24 5 0.87 0.51 / 0.53 0.86 0.50 / 0.51

25 2 0.86 0.52 / 0.54 0.87 0.50 / 0.51 0.83 0.51 / 0.52

26 4 0.83 0.50 / 0.48 * 0.87 0.51 / 0.52

27 5 0.88 0.51 / 0.51 0.87 0.50 / 0.51 0.85 0.52 / 0.52

28 1 0.85 0.69 / 0.50 0.88 0.50 / 0.51

29 4 0.82 0.59 / 0.50 0.87 0.51 / 0.52 0.84 0.51 / 0.52

30 2 0.87 0.53 / 0.49 0.87 0.50 / 0.51

The FR laser always probes the binary companion cell 6. Runs in chronological order. The runs with low SNR of the extracted phase images are
marked by an asterisk. Runs 8, 13, and 18 are affected by a bubble in cell 3
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Fig. 8 The estimated phase step
of all experimental runs, as
calculated according to Eq. 8.
Closed symbols represent values
calculated from images I0 – I3,
open symbols to values from
images I1 – I4. The dashed lines
mark a deviation of ± 1/16π

from the desired phase step of
0.5π , which translates to about
one percent error in the phase
calculation (Servin et al. 2014)

give some indication for overall problematic phase stepping421

behavior. Since it uses only four images, it can be applied422

either to images I0 – I3 or to I1 – I4 from the SODI image423

stacks. Results for all runs are visualized in Fig. 8 and424

summarized in Table 4.425

The consequences of poor phase stepping are demon-426

strated in Fig. 9. It shows a preliminary data evaluation427

based on the slope of the phase gradient (lower picture in428

Fig. 3) in the center of the cell. The difference between429

run 01 (MN) and run 05 (MR) is evident. The latter suf-430

fers from severe perturbations, which is also reflected in its431

apparently too large phase step ω0 = 0.63 π as compared to432

the almost perfect value ω0 = 0.49 π for the noise-free run433

01 (MN). Luckily, the information contained in the SODI434

images and phase stacks contains sufficient redundancy and435

the phase gradient can also be reconstructed from the spa-436

tial variations of the fringe patterns without loosing any of437

the affected runs.438

Temperature Control439

An important parameter for all thermodiffusion experiments440

is the temperature control. Since the refractive index441

n(T , cj ) depends on both the temperature T and the442

concentrations cj , one has to rely on the different443

timescales of heat and mass diffusion to separate these444

contributions. Ideally, the temperature difference is applied445

with a Heaviside step function, observing the evolution446

of the temperature and the concentration fields within the447

sample on longer time scales. This necessitates a precise448

temperature control, able to switch a temperature gradient449

on short timescales, but also to keep this gradient stable on450

long timescales.451

The temperature control is implemented via Peltier452

elements on the top and bottom of the cell. To maximize the453

thermal conductivity, while minimizing corrosion due to the454

long-term exposure to chemicals, the cells are made from455

nickel-plated copper (see also Fig. 2). Temperature sensors 456

allow to implement a proportional-integral-differential 457

feedback loop for temperature control. The sensors are 458

sampled with 1 Hz (5 Hz during the temperature build-up 459

phase) and the readouts are stored together with the image 460

data. A calibration of this feedback loop was performed 461

after the cell array had been inserted into SODI. 462

Figure 10 shows the temperature profiles for the hot and 463

the cold plate of cell 4 during run 04. The characteristic 464

switching time constant is on the order of 22 seconds. The 465

temperatures are stable and show no significant deviations, 466

except for Peltier number 9 on cell 4. This Peltier element 467

showed noticeable fluctuations at frequencies between 0.01 468

and 0.1 Hz during runs 4, 9, 14 and 19. Run 4 is shown 469

as an example in Fig. 10. Since the sample itself acts as 470

a low pass filter, this high frequency noise is sufficiently 471

suppressed and does not negatively affect the final signal. 472

Table 2 gives a summary of the temperature stability by 473

listing the standard deviation of the temperature readings 474

after gradient buildup. Curiously, the noise level for Peltier 475

9 drops significantly for all runs executed with a mean 476

temperature of T0 = 30 ◦C. 477

Vibrational Characterization 478

The long duration of the individual runs made an accurate 479

characterization of its accelerometric history particularly 480

valuable in order to assess potential impacts of disturbances 481

on the quality of the experimental results. Nevertheless, this 482

characterization is only complementary, because the pres- 483

ence of disturbances does not necessarily imply their subse- 484

quent influence on the data quality. To achieve this purpose, 485

information coming from different sensors located at differ- 486

ent places of the same module or even in different modules 487

of the ISS has be used. All sensor data have been down- 488

loaded from the PIMS NASA website (https://pims.grc.
Q3

489

nasa.gov/). Details of the different events accounted for in all 490

https://pims.grc.nasa.gov/
https://pims.grc.nasa.gov/
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Fig. 9 Preliminary data evaluation showing the phase gradient in the
center of the cell after normalization to the amplitude of the purely
thermal contribution. Run 05 (MR) shown in the lower sub-figure
suffers from significant laser phase stepping instabilities

runs were provided by the Spanish USOC, which remotely491

operated the experiment (https://www.eusoc.upm.es/).492

A detailed analysis of vibrations during DCMIX2 and493

DCMIX3 has been given in Refs. (Dubert et al. 2017;494

Ollé et al. 2017) The mathematical characterization of the495

acceleration signals is based on an accurate minute by496

minute evolution of the different magnitudes such as, for497

instance, the root mean square (RMS), the spectral entropy498

(SEN), and the frequency factor index (FFI). The last two499

quantities have recently been introduced in the literature500

as new techniques for the characterization of acceleration501

signals. The Shannon entropy allows to study the regularity502

of the power distribution in time for a specific signal and503

has the same sensitivity against disturbances as the RMS. A504

particular advantage of using the spectral entropy as a signal505

disturbance indicator is that the contributions of different506

frequency bands could be explicitly considered with the aim507

of observing their specific changes (Dubert et al. 2017; Ollé 508

et al. 2017). 509

As an example, Fig. 11 presents the RMS and SEN 510

evolution for the three acceleration components of run 23. 511

There is a good correlation between the spikes detected 512

by these two different techniques. The FFI defined in 513

Ref. Ollé et al. (2017) is a scalar indicating a logarithmic 514

relationship between the absolute maximum of the power 515

spectral density (PSD) of the whole frequency range with 516

respect to the relative maximum PSD value for a predefined 517

low frequency range. High values indicate little influence of 518

the above mentioned low frequencies on the ongoing run. 519

Finally the minute by minute RMS contribution over each 520

one of the one-third octave bands was also considered in 521

order to compare with NASA’s International Space Station 522

vibratory limit requirements. It should be mentioned that for 523

frequencies above 13 Hz the microgravity mode condition 524

is always accomplished and no warnings appear in any 525

DCMIX3 run. 526

Fig. 10 The temperature profiles for Peltier 9 and 10 during run 04 in
cell 4. Top: entire run. Bottom: zoom of the temperature step

https://www.eusoc.upm.es/
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Fig. 11 Minute by minute evolution of RMS (a) and SEN (b) for the three acceleration components associated to run 23

Other Events527

During operations some notable events were logged. The528

most important one is a shift of the camera position529

during run 08. Between images taken at 14:46 and 14:49,530

there is a permanent shift of the visible cell volume by531

40 pixels to the left. Since the cell array itself is fixed532

and the perturbation did not affect the companion cell,533

the most plausible explanation is a displacement of the534

movable camera module and, hence, the camera position.535

Analysis of acceleration data provided by sensors inside536

MSG confirmed that this shift is correlated with a short but537

Table 5 A list of all problematic files in the data set

Run Corrupted files

3 11 0 778C@0027 FR DSC 160928 201648 0.stk

11 3 778C@0027 MR DSC 160928 220323 6.zip

4 11 4 E6A9@0027 MN DSC 160920 194323 0.zip

5 11 5 E2FD@0027 MN DSC 160920 002258 6.zip

11 11 0 99D0@0027 FR DSC 161006 161826 0.zip

15 11 5 05D3@0037 MR DSC 161004 232405 6.zip

17 11 0 0EA9@0027 FR DSC 161020 070033 0.stk

11 2 0EA9@0027 MR DSC 161020 181713 10.zip

23 11 1 CB9E@0027 MN DSC 161103 234247 3.zip

24 11 5 A2F0@0004 MN DSC 161107 080754 10.zip

27 11 0 B287@0025 FR DSC 161115 075834 0.zip

This includes corrupted ZIP files as well as stacks with less than 5
images

intense low-frequency jitter (Ollé et al. 2017). This jitter, 538

as well as the shift in camera position are deemed non- 539

detrimental for the data quality and analysis. The position 540

shift can be easily accounted for and influences on the 541

diffusion processes are not likely due to the short duration 542

of the jitter. 543

Other notable events logged during SODI operations 544

refer to incomplete image stacks, which contain less than 545

five images. Also, all stack files were compressed to save 546

disk space and some ZIP files were corrupted (see Table 5). 547

Since a complete run consists of typically 630 stacks, these 548

can be neglected as singular events. 549

Summary and Conclusions 550

We have reported on the DCMIX3b campaign aboard 551

the ISS with the aim to measure ternary diffusion, 552

thermodiffusion and Soret coefficients of ternary mixtures 553

composed of water, ethanol and triethylene glycol. After 554

the samples had successfully been delivered to the ISS, the 555

measurements were completed in November 2016, and the 556

data stored on flash disks were made available to the science 557

team in June 2017. First assessments were already made 558

during the measurement campaign. They were based on a 559

small subset of the data that was downlinked in real time 560

and could be refined after the full data set became available. 561

Besides some minor problems, like a small number of 562

corrupted data files, temperature noise and a shift of the 563

image position caused by an unknown event, two major 564

problems could be identified: the occurrence of a bubble 565
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in cell 3 and laser instabilities during phase stepping. The566

bubble continued to grow, but it was at least possible567

to perform one bubble-free measurement with cell 3 at568

an elevated temperature of 30 ◦C. In order to have one569

complete set of measurements for all cells at the same570

temperature, the nice-to-have runs were used to measure571

all cells at this elevated temperature. Invalid runs could be572

avoided almost completely by accurate planning and fast573

decision-making. Thus, a complete data set at 30 ◦C and an574

almost complete data set at 25 ◦C, containing all cells except575

cell 3, are now available for further studies.576

The laser instabilities have severely perturbed a signifi-577

cant number of runs and in several cases a straightforward578

data evaluation based on a temporal phase stepping anal-579

ysis appears not feasible. Nevertheless, we are confident580

that meaningful information can also be extracted from the581

affected data sets, and we are currently developing a pro-582

tocol to extract refractive index gradient information from583

single images without resorting to temporal phase stepping584

algorithms.585

The information compiled in this document should586

serve as a starting point for any scientist working587

on the DCMIX3b data and also help to prepare the588

forthcoming DCMIX4 experiment as well as planned589

microgravity experiments on nonequilibrium fluctuations590

in multicomponent mixtures (Bataller et al. 2016; Baaske591

et al. 2016). The raw DCMIX3 data (approx. 300 GB592

compressed) will be available for public access as from June593

2018. Researchers interested in the data are kindly asked to594

contact the corresponding author.595
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